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It's amusing how this thing called Justice works, or fails to work, in relation to the liberties of
those less fortunate, and more exploited disadvantaged of the U$ Prisoner (and Former
Imprisoned) population. When the scales of justice swing crooked for people committed to the
state's department of corrections system in states across the U.$., who does the prison
population call on?

When a female officer uses her sexual authority over men and women persons confind to
prisons, to instigate social unrest and hostilities amongst prison populations, and between staff
members and prisoner led-organizations, who do we call?

When entire Prison Administrations promote an institutional culture of racism, hate for those the
system is tasked with rehabilitating, and abusing the powers entrusted to the institution by the
state's public and U.$. Government, who do we call?

In states all across the U.$., State Departments sit alone blind to the appeals and pleas of
American citizens confined within the rehab institutions of the states. Take for example the call
for correctional institutions to come into compliance with the land landmark bill passed in the
U.$. Congress, known as the Prisoner Rape Elimination Act (PREA).

PREA is Nationwide recognized legislation taken in 2002 to protect prisoners from rape. Within
the contents of this legislation is written language that requires state agencies and local
prosecuters to act in support of prisoners who suffer sexual assault while in custody, whether it
be by a memebr of the prison population or an individual at the corrections staff level. In sum,
persons confined to Correctional Institutions are to be protected from sexual predatorial
behavior. But let's consider how the act is really misused.

As an advocate for sexual assault survivors, often times surrounded by sexual predators, both
those criminally convicted and not, it is impossible to fall silent to the clear fraud of Statement
Departments like Corrections and Rehabilitations using state agencies as clearing houses to
launder federal funds, raised using government grants and permit bonds in the names of those
claimed sex victims. In states like California, the world's largest prison state, and possibly the
world's prison capital. The public would expect that institutions of the California Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitation is to be found in perfect compliance with the language of PREA,
which includes an effective process for initiation protocols regulating rape by staff on persons
confined to corrections. But studies done by advocates and organizations like CURE
International have revealed that entire states like California are not in compliance with PREA
regulations.



This begs the questions as to the application of nationwide passed legislation at the state level,
does a state like California qualify for federal funding in its prisons, where PREA is concerned,
even when it is not in compliance with the federal regulations? Just in 2018 the U.$. Congress
passed a spending bill of $15.5 million for PREA, and Sen. Brian Schatz (D-H) developed
language for Pell grants to a select number of colleges for persons confined, question is where
did this $15.5 million come from, and at whose expense is it being claimed, and/or spent? Is this
an increase salary for prison administrations to expand their departments while at the same time
managing to do as least as possible when it comes to reporting cases that violate PREA.

In California prisons, PREA services are but lip service. And the idea of funding public
assistance from organizations and agencies funded or granted by PREA funding, it's a shame.
The prison institutions in California are situated in a culture of what is called, the code of silence.
The culture is so strong here that correctional staff are threatened by the thought of reporters
spreading information related to subjects like this, for if more journalists were to investigate
subjects like PREA fraud and ADA identity theft by state departments heads, the silence would
be broken.

There are advocate groups like Just Detention International, who have been involved with the
passing of PREA legislation since day one, who are given little to zero power to investigate, or
intervene in situations where state corrections institutions violate an entire population of persons
confined rights to access PREA Protocol. But the state department is still given access to
federal funding in areas where PREA is related.

An independent studies done by members, Prisoners legal clinic/GoD Jailhouse Lawyer
Association, found that resources delegated for sexual assault survivors use PREA to receive
additional federal funding and/or Tax benefits. Most times it is groups organized by retired
correctional staff who take these resources and use them for private sureties within the states
department. With the level of behind the back shuffling, what are the chances that a aperson
confined, attempting to court public assistance in a case of sexual abuse by a correctional staff,
custodian or guardian, actually having their case made public?

The chances are the same as a retired statement taking quarterly stipends from the state to
princess complaints against the states reporting the abuses of the state, while being financed
millions in federal write-offs. What needs to be done is more emphasis needs to be placed on
breaking the silence on abuse in prison institutions, not only by persons confined but by the
authorities. Being employed by the state should not make a person immune from accountability.
A seal, nor badge should ever be grounds for being a bully, being reckless, or abusive. But in
states where there is little to zero federal oversight, capability to perform under U.$. Authorities,
who's to say?

There must be a move to empower anti-silencing legislation for sexual abuse survivors. Public
exposure to the abuse of persons confined must become a key prerogative for investigations,
journalist and social-justice activists, because sexua abuse by staff is not a part of the penalty.
And neither is suspending the constitutions First amendment for those held captive. Silence is



not the answer and neither is turning a blind eye in exchange for a slice of the economical
exploits ripped from lord knows what american resource.

It is a disservice to claim that the American justice system is founded on balanced scales of
justice when crooked methods are deployed in order to appear balanced. Persons confined are
often captured for crimes as petty as not being able to pay a parking violation fine, but yet we
have men and women in office using their state departments and public agencies as tools to
defraud the federal government and not much of a sound is heard. Noise must be made on this
subject, when the person confined has a complaint against the state, but they must file their
complaint with that state's claim agency? Who hears the pleas of the complainant.

California prisoners legal clinic (CA.PLC) is a prophecy motivated by the works of a prisoners
led organization by the name of united struggle from within. CA.PLC works with Jailhouse
Lawyers, Prisoner Activist and a group of writers and designers by the name of struggle Artist
Association (S.A.A). The objective is to get orisons confined more involved in the conversations
being had about the failures of the U.$, Justice system. While at the same time CA. PLC would
aspire to be a vehicle of which may restore the civil justice hatire to the social conflicts that
happen as a resort of social reforms that read good on paper, but turn a blind eye to the needs
of those at the root of the disparities.

One program that would model the idea behind the prisoners legal clinic concept would be the
ORIA project developed by Iya Wala el-Bey and Ras’safid-dawud. ORIA is a word that is
developed from the acronym PRIA, which in turn stands for: Outkast Research Institute of
Academics. The goal of ORIA would be to establish a Restorative Justice Act and Initiative,
which draws interest from the United Nations Mandela Rule, for the social transformation of the
disenfranchised use of the U.$. lumpen. Justice that focuses on the aspects of self-creative
measures that concentrate on restoration of individual and collective autonomy that is conducive
to the economic stability and social equality of persons confined and persons formerly
incarcerated. ORIA would be a program established solely for prisoner education license that
reconnects the justice system with community based groups like Malcolm X Grassroots
MOvement and Umoja eL-umoja, New African order.

By reconnecting the broken justice system with the community based groups from which
persons confined to prisons are from prisoners can learn to have  arepcvy for a justice system
that includes the voice of those imprisoned to advocate for themselves, while ta the same time
figure out why exactly it is that they are members of the disenfranchised population of the U.$.
In This raised stage of awareness, prisoners may then take to the oath of developing teh
programs that will best address the cognitive factors that are the primary reason for most of
those imprisoned being imprisoned in the first place.
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